
 
You know that "post movie feeling", 

the one you get after a really good film? 
The feeling that you could do everything better, 

if only you could remain in that state, 
if you could keep it until the next day and further - for the rest of your life.

Zen Zebra want to grasp this unique chance of escape. 
They want to make the dramatic gestures and breath taking images 

tangible and enduring.

The result is an enthralling, multi-faceted alternative, 
now quiet and fragile, now irrepressible screaming passion. 

Here you'll find intimate crackling in stadium-style arrangements, 
where emotions are escalate and addictions collapse.

Zen Zebra write a ruthless, demasking accounting of themselves 
and with life in general. No flying of flags, no heroes, no happy ending 

- just rage, despair and big explosions.

Short info

Brutality and intimacy have more than a few letters in common 
when ZEN ZEBRA bring them together. 

Both can flow from the same pen, 
and when they do it's the beginning of a musical roller coaster,

complete with goose bumps, closed eyes and big explosions! 

MEMBERS
Marv Endt - Voice 
Stefan Heinrich - Guitar
Eric Badstübner - Guitar
Lars Wollmann - Bass
Johnny Cotta - Drums

RELEASES
- EP „Take back the Reins Apollo“ 2009
- 2 Songs on Sampler „FAIRBEATS“ 2010 
(30.000 free pieces)
- 1 Song on Sampler „AUDIOSURF“ 2011
(15.000 free pieces, Supply of VISIONS – 
Mag. 04/11)

SHOWS
more than 120 gigs played, incl. Shows 
with Life of Agony (US), Emil Bulls, 
2Raumwohnung, Caspian (US), The 
Underwater (US), Dioramic, Krieger, Chapeau 
Claque, The Kilians etc.

SHORT-BIO
 Founding 2007

Georgia/Armenia-Tour 2007
Germany-Tour-Support for Krieger 2007

“Band of the Year Leipzig” 2009
3rd Place MTV Rookie Germany 2009

TV-Show Appearance @ MTV Home 2009
TopTen “BigFM Newcomer of the Year” 2009
Debut-Album Release 2011, produced by KURT 

EBELHÄUSER (Blackmail, Donots, Escapado)
Airplay TV: Video “Minus Me” on MTV

Airplay Radio: NRJ, Star FM, Sputnik, BigFM etc.

CONTACT
NOTWEHR - MANAGEMENT

Marcell Kuhl
Tel: +49 (0) 341 - 265 140 12

notwehr_management@yahoo.de
www.zenzebra.de

www.myspace.com/zenzebramusic
www.facebook.com/zenzebramusic


